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Background: Cut the sky fabric 9" x 13" and the snow 

fabric 6½"x 13". Cut a gentle curve and seam the pieces 

together. Press the seam to the snow fabric. 

Appliques: Trace all the appliqué pieces to the paper side of the fusible web. Cut 

out leaving a narrow margin around the drawn lines and fuse to the wrong side of 

your chosen fabrics. I used a scrap of gray satin for the moon. 

Build this block beginning with the trees and snow machine. 

Do not add the head light yet. Carefully place and fuse all 

the appliques including the backrest. Edge stitch. I used a  

feather stitch to edge stitch the trees. You must start each  

side of the tree from the bottom and stitch up to the top or  

some of your branches will point downward. 

 

Position the snowlady and snowman bodies. Her tummy should just be touching 

his back. Make sure there is room for her cape between her and the backrest. Put 

his back arm in place slightly under the body piece. Next add their knees, her cape 

and his vest, fuse and edge stitch. Now you can continue with their arms, boots, 

noses, helmets, and helmet decoration. Straight stitch a visor for eye protection 

on each helmet. Hang the moon in the sky. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Print "Valentine Dance" and draw a heart on the sign. Put the sign post and sign in 

place and fuse and edge stitch. Now add the headlight on the snow machine. 

Straight stitch around the headlight and then add the light rays coming from it. 

 

 

 

 

Use a black fabric pen to draw the eyes and smile on the snow people. 

Add the narrow border to the top and bottom of the wall hanging version and 

then a 3½" border to the top and bottom. I stitched some stars in the top sky 

border and plan to add some heart buttons to the bottom border.  

 

 

 


